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Integration of inverse trig functions pdf

m. Bourne Using our knowledge of derivatives of reverse trigonometric identities that we have learned before and reversing these differentiation processes, we can obtain the following integrals in which 'u' is the function 'x', i.e. 'u=f(x)'. 'int(du)/sqrt(a^2-u^2)=sin^(-1)(u/a)+K' int(du)/(a^2+u^2)=1/atan^(-1)(u/a)+K' NOTE: Button 'sin^(-1)' and 'tan^(-1)' on your calculator, but these
create some confusion, because they are reverse functions, not mutual functions. We can also type these formulas using (better) 'arcsin' and 'arctan': 'int(du)/sqrt(a^2-u^2)=arcsin u/a+K' 'int(du)/(a^2+u^2)=1/a arctan u/a+K' Integrated: 'dx sqrt(49-x^2' Answer formula we: 'int(dx)/(sqrt(49-x^2))=int(dx)/(sqrt((7)^2-x^2)' '=sin^-1(x/7)+K' We can also type this answer: 'arcsin (x/7)+K'
This is just a graph of the function we have integrated. 'y(x)=1/sqrt(49-x^2)'' graphic. The next chart is a typical solution chart for integral, which we found with 'K=0'. Graph 'y(x)=arcsin(x/7)'' Example 2 Integration: 'int_0^1(2\ dx)/(sqrt(9-4x^2) Answer 'int_0^1(2 dx)/(sqrt(9-4x^2' Let 'u=2x' followed by 'du=2\ dx'. Integral: 'int_0^1(2 dx)/(sqrt(9-4x^2))=int_(x=0)^(x=1)(du)/(sqrt(3)^2-u^2)'
'=[sin^--1(u/3)]_(x=0)^(x=1)' '=[sin^-1 ((2x)/3)]_0^1' '=[sin^-1 (2/3)-sin^-1 0]' Leaving '==0.7297' in much fewer steps: 'int_0^1(2 dx)/(sqrt(9-4x^2))=int_0^2(du)/(sqrt((() sqrt((sqrt((3)^2-u^2)' '=[sin^-1 (2/3)-sin^-1 0]' '=0.7297' Note the limit change when changed to 'dx' during integration. This is because we allow the ' u = 2x. Therefore, the boundaries 'u' and 'u = 0' and 'u = 2' should
be changed for 'x = 0' and 'x = 1'. Here's a graph of the integral we found. Represents the area below the curve '0 &lt; x &lt; 1 to 'y(x)=2/sqrt(9-4x^2)'. 'y(x)=2/sqrt(9-4x^2)'' graphic. Find the area bounded by the sample 3 'y=1/(1+x^2)' curve and the lines x = 0, y = 0, and x = 2. The curve 'y=1/(1+x^2)' is entirely above the 'x'-axis for all values of 'x', so simply to find the space we can
integrate. (If part of the curve is below the 'x' axis, we need to divide it into different sections and take absolute values.) 'Field=int_0^2(dx)/(1+x^2)' '=[tan^-1x]_0^2' '=[tan^-1 2-tan^-1 0]' '=1.1071\ units^2' Is the area where we find this field now. Chart '0 &lt; x x &lt; 2' showing the area between 'y(x)=1/(1+x^2)'. Caution Forms that are very similar to the above formulas but are
actually different have integrals, such as 'int(dx)/(sqrt(x^2-1)),\ \ \ int(dx)/(sqrt(1+x^2)),' \\ int(dx)/(1-x^2),\ etc. In the next section we will develop methods to solve them. (See Integration with Trigonometric Subseging.) Exercises Integrate each of the given functions: 1. 'int(3\ dx)/(25+16x^2)' We can write our Response ENGLISH as follows: 'int(3\ dx)/(25+16x^2)=3int(dx)/(5)^2+
(4x)^2) We need the formula: '= 5'; = 4x'; 'du xx. This is the last reorganisation gives: '(du)/4=dx'. We are now ready to carry out integration. 'int(3\ dx)/(25+16x^2)=3/4int(du)/(5)^2+u^2)' '=3/4xx1/5tan^-1 (u/5)+K' '=3/20tan^-1 ((4x)/5)+K' Olarak da bu cevabı yazabiliriz: '3/20 arctan (4x)/5+K. 'int(2\ dx)/(x^2+8x+17)' Cevap 'int(2 dx)/(x^2+8x+17' Şimdi 'x^2+8x+17=(x^2+8x+16)+1' '=
(x+4)^2+1' Eğer 'u = x + 4', sonra 'du = dx' ve biz var: 'int(2\ dx)/(x^2+8x+17)=2int(du)/(u^2+1)' '=2\ tan^-1u+K' '=2\ tan^-1(x+4)+K' Tabii ki, biz de '2\ arctan(x+4)+K' 3 olarak bu cevabı yazabilirsiniz. 'int(dx)/(sqrt(2x-x^2)' Answer 'int(dx)/(sqrt(2x-x^2)' This is not in the form of our new formulas, but you can juggle some to get a useful form. First, '2x-x^2=-(x^2-2x)' We now add '1' to the
front, then compensate in the initials: '=1-(x^2-2x+1)' with '=1-(x-1)^2' with '= 1'; 'u = x - 1', and 'du = dx' become integrals: 'int(dx)/(sqrt(2x-x^2))=int(du)/(sqrt(1-u^2)' '=arcsin u+K' '=arcsin(x-1)+K' 4. Find the area bounded by the curve 'ysqrt(4-x^2)=1' and the lines 'x = 0', 'y = 0' and 'x = 1'. Answer The function of the curve can be written: 'y=1/sqrt(4-x^2)' This curve is completely
above the 'x'-axis' for all values of 'x' &lt; x &lt; 2, as we can see in the chart below. (This 'x' is not defined for other values). So to find the required space (shaded part) we can only integrate. 'A=int_0^1 1/(sqrt(4-x^2))dx' '=[arcsin(x/2)]_0^1' '=pi/6-0' '=0.5236' Page 2 by M. Bourne We sometimes encounter an integration that is the product of function 2. We can integrate such
products using Integration by Parts. if you and v x are functions, the product rule gives us the product rule for differentiation that we have met before: 'd/(dx)(uv)=u(dv)/(dx)+v(du)/(dx)' Re-editing, There is: 'u(dv)/(dx)=d/(dx)(uv)-v(du)/(dx)' integrated in regard to X, we obtain the formula for integration by parts: this formula allows us to open a complex integral into simpler ones. We
have to choose you and dv carefully and make sure we choose. NOTE: The function '(du)/(dx)' is selected to be simpler than u. U Select Priorities If there is a mixture of functions to be integrated in the expression, use the following to select 'u' in turn. 1. Let = ln x' 2. = x^n' be 3. Let ' = e^(nx)' Example 1 we must select 'intx\ sin 2x\ dx' Solution 'u'. In this question, we do not have
any of the recommended functions in the list of priorities above. 'u = x' or 'u = sin 2x' may allow, but usually only one of them will work. In general, we choose the one that allows it to be in a simpler form than '(du)/(dx)'. For this example, we select u = x, and thus the 'dv' integral will rest, dv = sin 2x dx. We have 'u = x' i.e. 'du = dx'. It also gives 'dv = sin 2x\ dx' and integrates:
'v=intsin 2x\ dx' '=(-cos 2x)/2' parts into integration with the formula substitution of these 4 expressions, we get (using color coding so it's easier to see where things come from): 'int \ \ \color{red}\underbrace{dv}}\ \ \ \ \ \\\\color{u}}\ \\\\\color{blue}\\underbrace{v}} \ \\\underbrace{color{blue}\\underbrace{v}}\ \\color{magenta}\\\\color{magenta}\\\\du}} int \color{green}{\fbox{:x:}}\ \color{red}
{\fbox{:sin 2x dx:}}}}\fbox{:x:}}\ \color{blue}{\fbox{:{-cos2x}/2:}} - int \color{blue}}\fbox {:{-cos2x}/2:}\ \color{magenta}{\fbox{:d x:}}' ' = (-xcos2x)/2 1/2 int cos2x dx' = (-xcos2x)/2 + 1/2 (sin2x)/2 +K' ' = (-xcos2x)/2 + Xcos2x 2 + (s in2x)/4 +K' Yukarıdaki takip biraz zor ise (satır sonları nedeniyle), burada yine farklı bir biçimde: Örnek 2 'int x sqrt(x+1) dx' Cevap 'intxsqrt(x+1)\ dx' Biz izin
verebilir 'u=x' veya 'u=sqrt(x+1)'. Bir kez daha, '(du)/(dx)' 'u'dan daha basit bir formda olmasını sağlayanı seçiyoruz, bu yüzden 'u=x'i seçiyoruz. Bu nedenle 'du = dx'. Bu seçimle ,'dv' integralin dinlenmesi olmalıdır: 'dv=sqrt(x+1)\ dx'. 'u = x' yani 'du=dx'. 'dv=sqrt(x+1)\ dx', ve bütünleme verir: 'v=intsqrt(x+1) dx' '=int(x+1)^(1//2)dx' '=2/3(x+1)^(3/2)' Parça formülü ile entegrasyona ikame,
alıyoruz: 'int \color{green}\underbrace{u}\\\color{red}\underbrace{dv}\\ \ \ \ \color{green}\\underbrace{u}\\underbrace{blue}\\underbrace{v}} \ \\\underbrace{v}} \ \\\underbrace\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\color{magenta}{\underbrace{du}}' 'int \color{green}{\fbox{:x:}\fbox{red}
{\fbox{:sqrt(x+1) dx:}} = \color{green}{\fbox{:x:}\\color{blue}{\fbox{:2/3(x+1^(3//2):}} ' '- int \color{blue}{\fbox{:2/3(x+1)^(3//2):}\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\:d x:}}' = (2x)/3(x+1)^(3/2) - 2/3 int (x+1)^3//2}dx' ' = (2x)/3(x+1)^(3//2) ' '- 2/3(2/5) (x+1)^{5//2} +K' = (2x)/3(x+1)^(3/2)- 4/15(x+1)^{5/2} +K' , burada yine farklı bir biçimde: Örnek 3 'intx^2 ln 4x\ dx' Cevap 'intx^2ln\ 4x\ dx' Biz izin verebilir 'u=x^2'
veya 'u=ln\ 4x'... Yukarıda verilen öncelikler göz önünde bulundurularak 'u = ln\ 4x' seçeneğini seçeriz ve bu nedenle 'dv' ifadesinin geri kalanı 'dv = x^2\ dx' entegre edilir. 'u=ln\ 4x' ile 'du=dx/x' var. Integrating 'dv = x^2\ dx' gives: 'v=intx^2dx=x^3/3' Substituting in the Integration by Parts formula, we get: 'int \color{green}{\underbrace{u}}\ \ \ \color{red}{\underbrace{dv}}\ \ ' ' =\ \
\color{green}{\underbrace{u}}\ \ \ \color{blue}{\underbrace{v}} \ \ -\ \ int \color{blue}{\underbrace{v}}\ \ \color{magenta}{\underbrace{du}}' 'int \color{green}{\fbox{:x^2:}}\ \color{red}{\fbox{:ln 4x dx:}} = \color{green}{\fbox{:ln 4x:}}\ \color{blue}{\fbox{:x^3/3:}} ' '- int \color{blue}{\fbox{:x^3/3:}\ \color{magenta}{\fbox{:dx/x:}}' ' = (x^3 ln 4x)/3 - 1/3 int x^2 dx' ' = (x^3 ln 4x)/3 ' '- 1/3 x^3/3 +K' ' =
(x^3 ln 4x)/3 - x^3/9 +K' Once again, here it is again in a different format: Example 4 'intx\ sec^2 x\ dx' Answer 'int x\ sec^2 x\ dx' We choose 'u=x' (since it will give us a simpler 'du') and this gives us 'du=dx'. Sonra 'dv' 'dv=sec^2x\ dx' olur ve bu 'v=tan x' verir Substitution gives you a substitution formula: 'int x\ sn^2 x\ dx =intu\ dv' '=uv-intv\ '=uv-intv\ '=(x)(tan x)-int(tan x)dx' '=x\ tan x-
(-ln\ |cos x|) +K' '=x\ from x+ln\ |cos x|+K' Example 5x^2e^(-x)dx' Response 'intx^2 e^-x dx' Said priorities 2 and 3 for the previously given selection of 'u': 2. Let = x^n' 3. Let ' u = e^(nx)' These questions have both an 'x' and an overtly expressive power. However, we select 'u=x^2' because it has a higher first place than the superseal field. (You can try it another way with 'u=e^-x' to
see for yourself why it doesn't work.) This returns 'u=x^2' and this 'du=2x\ dx'. That leaves 'dv=e^-x\ dx', and integrating it gives us 'v=-e^-x'. We give them to the Integration with Parts formula: 'intx^2 e^-x dx =intu\ dv' '=uv-intv\ du' '=x^2(-e^-x)-int(-e^-x)(2x\ dx) ' '=x^2e^x+2intxe^-x dx' Now, the integral we have left cannot be found immediately. For this new integral, we need to re-
realize the integration of the parts. This time we choose 'du=dx' by giving 'du=x'. Once again it will be 'dv=e^-x\ dx', which integrates 'v=-e^-x'. In response to integration with part formula: 'int x e^-x dx =intu\ dv' '=uv-intv\ du' '=x(-e^-x)-int(-e^-x)dx' '=-xe^-x x x' '=-xe^x-e^x' we have the final solution by bringing this response together for the first part: 'intx^^2e^-xdx =-x^2e^-x+2(-xe^-x-
e^-x) ' '=-e^-x(x^2+2x+2)+K' Example 6 'int ln x dx' Response 'int ln\\ x dx' Our priority list above tells us to select logarith for 'u'. (Of course, there is no other option here. :-) So there is 'u=ln\ x' and 'du=dx/x'. Then the 'dv' is just 'dv=dx' and this gives 'v=x' integrated. These sections are transferred to the integration formula: 'int ln\ x\ dx=int u\ dv' '=uv-intv\ du' '=x\ ln\ x-intx(dx)/x' '=x\ ln\
x-intdx' '=x\ x-x+K' Example 7 'intarcsin x dx' Integration with response parts, Integration gives us: 'u=arcsin x', 'du=1/sqrt(1-x^2)dx'. Then 'dv=dx' and make-up give us 'v=x'. Now we use: 'intu\ dv=uv-intv\ du' This gives us: 'int arcsin x\ dx' '=x\ arcsin x-intx/(sqrt(1-x^2)))dx' Now, for the remaining integral, we will only use a substitution (since I am already using 'u' in this question we
will use 'p' for substitution): 'p = 1 − x^2' so 'dp=-2x\ dx' This will yield: 'intx/(sqrt(1-x^2))dx =-1/2int(dp)/sqrtp' '=-1/2(2sqrtp)+K' '=--sqrt(1-x^2)+K' So our final answer is: 'int arcsin x\ dx =x\ arcsin x-(-sqrt(1-x^2)))) +K ' = \x\ arcsin x+sqrt(1-x^2)+K' This time we integrated the reverse trigonometric function (as opposed to the previous type in which we obtained reverse trigonometric
functions in our response). See Integration: Reverse Trigonometric Forms. Alternative Method for Integration by Parts Here is an alternative method for problems that can be done using Integration by Parts. You can find it easier to follow. Tanzalin Method Method
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